
Grade Three Word Cards
Instructions for use 
 
Day 1: Word Meaning and Structure 
 
Review Words: You can use the Unit Word List or display the Grade Three Word 
Cards in a Pocket Chart.  
Review five words from the previous Unit. 

Display Spelling Words and discuss the meanings. Point to each word as you talk 
about the meaning and have students repeat it. Orally repeating the word while 
thinking of the meaning and seeing the word leads to strong mental connections.

Word Sort After explaining new concepts and asking students to relate them to  
the Spelling Words, they can then do a Word Sort. This can be done by either:

a) Using the Grade Three Copymasters and doing a written Word Sort.
b) Using the Grade Three Word Cards. Placing the Grade Three Word 
Study Cards at the top and the Word Cards below as shown.
c) Placing the Word Cards in a shallow box or tray marked ‘New’.  
Providing another box labeled ‘Used.’ Distribute the Written Word Sort 
Grade Three Copymasters pages. 

1. One child reads the first word but does not show it to the other children. 
2. All the children write the word in the correct column.
3. After everyone has written the word, the child shows the Word Card to the group.  

The children check their spelling and make corrections if needed. 
4. Then the child places the card in the Used box and the next child draws a Word Card, etc. 
5. After all the Word Cards have been used. Children partner-read the words on their page going 

down the columns.
 

Day 3: Expand Vocabulary

Each Unit includes five Vocabulary Words that are chosen for their usefulness for ac-
ademic learning and vocabulary growth for third graders. These words will generally 
be less familiar to your students than the Spelling Words. Students are assessed on 
the meanings of these words on Day 5 but are not required to spell them.
Discuss the word meanings: Your Unit pages provide a child-friendly definition for 
you to share with students.
Display the words by projecting the Unit Word List or display the Grade Three Word 
Cards in a Pocket Chart and use a pointer and read the words with the children. 

Other ways to use the Grade Three Word Cards

• The Grade Three Word Cards can also be used in many of the Games for Learning detailed on pages 154-169 
of the Grade Three Teacher’s Guide, instead of writing words on pieces of paper or card.

• For review of words and to increase reading fluency, you might like to play the Tractors, Trains, Planes and 
Helicopters activity. You can move from tractors to helicopters one column at a time or with the whole display. 

Tractors Children read slowly, sounding through the words as the teacher slides the pointer below each word.

Trains Teacher points to the beginning of each word moving down the list at a steady pace.  
Children read without ‘sounding out’ the words.

Planes Teacher points to each word and moves down the list at a bit faster pace as children read the words.

Helicopters Teacher points to various words in the list in a random order for children to read.


